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***

The minute the first Covid case appeared the US Medical Establishment began lying through
its teeth and is yet to utter one truthful word.  

The entire big money vaccination campaign is based on the lie that there are no cures.  The
asserted absence of cures is the only reason for the emergency use of an untested and
unapproved experimental vaccine.  The use of HCQ and Ivermectin has been prevented by
protocols established by NIH, CDC, and WHO.  

By false assertion of “public health authorities”— read shills for Big Pharma—there are no
cures.  But President Trump was cured by one—monoclonal antibodies.  As of August 21,
2021, Governor Ron DeSantis has opened 15 monoclonal antibody clinics in Florida with
more opening this week. See this. 

As evidence of cures pours in, the justification for emergency use of the experimental Covid
Vaccine  disappears.   The  panicked  medical  establishment  with  its  imposed  and  false
protocols is demanding full approval of the vaccine before the required testing is complete
and despite  the obvious  failure  of  the vaccine.   Otherwise,  the vaccination marketing
campaign grinds to a stop, leaving the secret agendas unserved.

We can’t have that, so the dangerous experimental vaccine must be approved so it can
continue to be mandated and the secret health-unrelated agendas served.

By exposing the Covid Deception, DeSantis has painted a target on his back. A corrupt
medical establishment, so determined to vaccinate all and follow up with endless booster
shots that it denied sick and dying people known cures and fired and took away licenses of
doctors who used the known cures to save lives, is not going to take lightly their exposure
as frauds by DeSantis.  Expect any day to have the presstitute scum at the Washington Post,
NPR, or CNN produce women accusing DeSantis of sexual abuse, or the crazed New York
Times to accuse DeSantis of being a Russian agent and working with Cuba to discredit the
CDC and NIH,  or  the FBI  to bring false corruption charges,  or  Democrats in  the state
legislature  to  open  an  investigation  of  misappropriation  of  funds.   The  American
Establishment has ZERO tolerance for truth-tellers and for anyone who gets in the way of its
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self-serving agendas.

Are Floridians intelligent enough to protect their governor who kept their state open and
free? Probably not. 
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